
                                 
 

 

Moosehead Hills Cabins has been awarded the designation of Environmental Leader by 

the Maine Department of Environmental Protection.   

 

Our Environmental Policy: We believe that protecting the environment happens one 
individual at a time; one business at a time. We proactively seek ways to preserve the 
wilderness character of the Moosehead Lake Region, and to reduce our impact on the 
environment overall.  
 

Here are some examples of the things we do to protect the environment: 

 
- We feel strongly about conserving land rather than developing it.  In support of this, we 

changed the zoning designation of our land from Residential Development to Tree Growth zoning, 

so it will not be developed.  Our 50 acres now have meandering nature trails with plenty of 

wildlife.  This is a wilderness sanctuary for our guests to enjoy and hopefully learn to appreciate 

nature from. 

- We cut firewood from our own land according to our forest management plan, which was 

created by a licensed forester. Additional firewood needed is obtained from a local sawmill scrap 

wood pile. 

 

- All soap, candles, and cleaning products are made from natural, non toxic ingredients, with no 

animal testing. 

 

- We use water conserving fixtures and energy efficient heating sources in all cabins.        

- Rustic furniture and woodworking in the cabins is created from trees on our own land.  We are 

now building our Adirondack chairs from wood composite materials, which include recycled 

bottles. 

- We use recycled paper for our business stationary, business cards, and printer paper. 

- We provide each cabin with a recycling barrel and ask our guests to help us recycle as much 

of their waste as possible. 

- We compost kitchen waste and cabin woodstove ashes for enriching the soil in our gardens.  

We don't use ANY chemical fertilizers on the grounds. 
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